29th Oct - 3rd Dec 2022

KURONEKO
Kaneto Shindô’s Kuroneko is a sparse, atmospheric horror story,
adhering to the director’s philosophy of using beauty and purity
to evoke emotion. A standout film of the kaidan-eiga genre of
Period ghost stories, with riveting performances from many of the
greatest actors of Japan’s golden age of film.

1968 Japanese EST 1hr 39m

WEREWOLF
Inspired by real-life, historical events, writer and director
Adrian Panek turns the nightmare of the Holocaust into
literal monsters. One-part survival horror, one-part wartime
thriller with a dash of coming-of-age drama, Werewolf is an
unconventional, yet beautifully haunting contemporary dark fable.

2018 Polish German Russian EST 1hr 28m

The Handmaiden
Derek Nguyen makes a captivating debut with The Housemaid,
a haunting gothic romance which blends bold eroticism with a
pervasive sense of dread. With its sumptuous visuals and
memorable scares, The Housemaid is a bold update of the
gothic-horror genre.

2016 Vietnamese English EST 1hr 45m

NOVEMBER
Director Rainer Sarnet‘s unique, hypnotic, and whimsical film
has been a smash at film festivals, and once you fall under its spell,
you’ll see why. A contemporary film already destined for multiple
viewings and passionate cults, November will be haunting your
dreams and tickling your funny bone for years to come.

2017 Estonian German Italian EST 1hr 55m

The CORPSE BRIDE
To celebrate the first anniversary of the Community Café in Grays
Town Park, we are screening the quirky animation The Corpse Bride
by Tim Burton starring the voices of Helena Bonham-Carter and
Johnny Depp. The origin of this story is Jewish, emerging in Russia
at the end of the 19th Century during a time of strong anti-Semitism,
when Jewish brides were murdered to severe lines of succession.

2005 English 1hr 17m
The Corpse Bride
Kuroneko
The Handmaiden
Werewolf
November

5.30pm Sat 29th Oct
5.30pm Sat 12th Nov
5.30pm Sat 19th Nov
5.30pm Sat 26th Nov
5.30pm Sat 3rd Dec

Tickets at the door | £3 or what you can pay
https://thurrockfilmfestival.uk/thurrock-film-club
film_thurrock

